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METODA PROJEKTU W NAUCZANIU SPECJALISTÓW W GEOINFORMACJI

THE PROJECT METHOD IN EDUCATION OF GEOINFORMATION SPECIALISTS

Jan Rogowski, Marta Nalej

Introduction

One of the main tasks of any university is to provide students with com-
prehensive and interdisciplinary education at a general academic level. At 
the same time, the university should create conditions for students to be 
able to use their knowledge in wider practical context.

Interdisciplinarity and implementing practical applications are of particular 
importance in the process of training specialists in the fi eld of geoinforma-
tion. Studies in this major are designed to allow for acquisition of expertise 
in such fi elds as the theoretical basis of Geographic Information Systems, 
and develop skills to create and manage such systems, perform spatial 
analyses and administer spatial data. Moreover, the students’ personal 
skills are developed, allowing them to independently and reliably perform 
their cognitive and practical tasks, work in a team, communicate effec-
tively or become aware of the need to constantly improve their knowl-
edge. This task requires implementation of a number of subjects as well 
as the use of appropriate educational strategies (Cichoń, Piotrowska 2012; 
Jażdżewska, Cybula 2012).

One of them is the project method, in which students have to exhibit high 
degree of independence in performing their tasks. On the other hand, the 
academic teacher is tasked primarily with creating appropriate working 
conditions, motivating the students and participating in the cognitive pro-
cess.

The aim of the study is to present the possibilities of using the project 
method in educating geoinformation specialists, as illustrated by the pro-
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ject “Geographic Information Systems in Tourism” in the course of geoin-
formation training within the framework of the Bachelor’s degree studies 
at the University of Łódź.

Project Method

The project method was developed in the 19th century in the United States 
by pedagogist John Dewey and has been used at various levels of educa-
tion until today. Out of the numerous available defi nitions of the method 
( J. Dewey, W.H. Kilpartick, C.R. Richards, W.W. Charters, J.A. Stevenson, J. 
Fowler and R.Walker,  M.S. Szymański), we may choose one main feature, 
namely independent learning by performing practical activities in order 
to achieve a previously set goal (working on a topic). Depending on the 
variant used, the goal may be specifi ed by the teacher or a project team, 
which is described as preferred in literature as it gives more independence 
to the project team but also makes the execution much more dependent 
on the creative potential of its members. But the most important fea-
ture is linking the specifi ed goal with the surrounding. We should point 
out the interdisciplinary nature of any endeavours, that allows for captur-
ing the relationships between various scientifi c disciplines as well as for 
their practical applicability (Suchodolski 1963; Szymański 1999; Szymański 
2000; Zając 2015).

The implementation of the project method may be divided into three 
phases. The preparation phase primarily involves the determination of the 
subject matter to be worked on, an introduction to the subject but also: se-
lecting groups, gathering preliminary information, scheduling the project 
execution and developing evaluation criteria. If the students encounter 
this method for the fi rst time, they should be additionally primed for this 
way of working. The project execution phase mainly involves independ-
ent work and students taking actions toward reaching the goal but also 
regular consultations to support students activities. In this phase, results 
are prepared and presented to the group. The last phase, i.e. evaluation, 
includes evaluation of the project by the teacher but also self-evaluation 
by the students as well as social evaluation, i.e. evaluation of each student 
by the rest of the group. This assessment should serve as feedback for the 
project participants regarding their strengths and weaknesses, and allow 
them to use it in the future (Szymański 2000; Zając 2015).

This method, despite being based on students’ independent work, does 
not diminish the role of academic teachers as it only changes their role 
from an expert in a given fi eld into a person providing the students with 
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the best possible work conditions. It is important that the teachers do not 
impose their points of view nor suggest solutions but just discreetly con-
trol and support the actions of their group (Szymański 2000; Zając 2015).

We must reiterate that the process of evaluation is different from stand-
ard classes. In this case, it is not conducted by the teacher either but it is 
left to the participants of the project and is a part of it. Evaluation may be 
based on criteria specifi ed at the beginning. It covers not only the effects 
but mainly the activities that have lead to them. It may also be carried out 
during the project, e.g. to correct certain actions undertaken by the project 
group members (Szymański 2000; Zając 2015).

Practical Exemplifi cation of  the Project Method

One example of this method used in the process of education of geoin-
formation specialists may be the training session conducted within the 
framework of the “Geographic Information Systems in Tourism” as a part 
of the Bachelor’s degree studies of geoinformation at the Faculty of Ge-
ographic Sciences in co-operation with the Faculty of Mathematics and 
Computer Science of the University of Łódź. The subject was fi rst intro-
duced in 2014/2015 offering 52 teaching hours (6 ECTS points) to 18 stu-
dents participating.

The vague name of the subject gives the teacher a wide range of the 
detailed project topics to choose from. In this case, the topic was chosen 
by prof. Iwona Jażdżewska, associate professor at the University of Łódź, 
who proposed the development of a1 tourist geoportal related to murals 
present in the urban space of Łódź.

Murals

Murals constitute a form of visual art (street art) derived from graffi ti. The 
name comes from the Spanish word for decorative wall painting. Murals 
are characteristic since they are present in public space and their artistic 
and aesthetic values are high. Their aim is to transmit the view of the 
creator and shape the surrounding, which distinguishes them from graf-
fi ti which is only meant to mark the author’s presence. In Łódź, the fi rst 
murals were created back during the Communist times as large-format 

1 Geoportal means the Internet website or an equivalent providing access through elec-
tronic means to such spatial data services as: searching, browsing, downloading and pro-
cessing. Spatial data relates directly or indirectly to a specifi c location or geographic area 
(EU Directive 2007).
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“advertisements” of companies operating at that time. They mostly cov-
ered gable walls uncovered after adjacent buildings got demolished. As 
such, they served a practical purpose of masking unsightly facades. We 
should, however, remember that have signifi cant artistic value as those 
are the works of renowned artists that at that time referred to the then 
current artistic trends. Not all of them have survived, some have disap-
peared, some – painted over in the 1990s – have been preserved under 
a layer of paint until deteriorating facades have uncovered them again 
(Mokras-Grabowska 2014).

Interest in murals grew after 2008, when ms² art museum was created to 
promote modern art, including street art. In 2009 the Urban Forms Foun-
dation was formed, the goal of which has been to promote urban art. Its 
operations include the creation of the Urban Forms Gallery consisting of 
large-format artistic painting on the wall of tenement houses and blocks 
of fl ats in Łódź. Currently it consists of more than 30 wall paintings. The 
collection constitutes a new tourist space for the city. According to the sur-
veys, the collection is popular among local people who are thus prompt-
ed to learn about their city, and it serves the purpose of revitalisation 
and revival for urban spaces (Matulewski, Świeściak, Makohonienko 2015; 
Mokras-Grabowska 2014).

The accumulation of art forms in the city as well as mapping the routes for 
seeing them have resulted in an infl ux of individual tourists and organised 
groups. This means, that they have become another downtown attraction. 
At the same time, they have contributed to improvement of the tour-
ist attractiveness of areas that have so far been overlooked by tourists 
(Mokras-Grabowska 2014).

Preparation phase

Preparation of the project from the educational point of view is the teach-
ers’ responsibility. In this case it heas mean the commitment of the au-
thors of this paper as well as computer science and geodesy specialists.

The main task has involved the inclusion of teaching outcomes2 assigned 
to the module, the subject of which is in the curriculum. The outcomes will 
be achieved during the course based on the students’ present knowledge 
of geoinformation, programming and the GIS web applications.

2 http://infogeolog.uni.lodz.pl/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/infogeolog-geoinformacja.
pdf
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The aim of the project has been to create a geographic information sys-
tem related to tourism and linked to the presence of murals in Łódź. It was 
decided that the project needed to include two parts: I. the part devoted 
to collection of spatial data in the fi eld of tourism and II. the part, dur-
ing which the GIS system would be designed to allow for presentation of 
this information. After determining the subject and scope of fi eld work, 
preparation works and the initial phase of the project were started. In this 
phase, project leaders were doing most of the work (Table 1).

Teacher activities Student activities

Selection of the project topic

Determination of spatial scope of works

Preparing students for working with the 
pro-ject method Getting to know the project method

Introducing the students to the subject 
matter of the project Getting to know the topic of the project

Providing possible sources of information Evaluation of available sources of 
information and fi nding new ones

Motivating for action Collecting and processing information on 
the basis of available sources

Determining the overall work schedule 
(fi eld and lab work)  Analysis of the work schedule

The choice of the number of project 
groups and people in each team Division into groups

Presentation of the standard of the fi nal 
result of the project Evaluating the feasibility of the project

Creating a project outline

Approval of the detailed work schedule Establishing a detailed work schedule, 
taking into account the general schedule

Establishing evaluation criteria Establishing evaluation criteria

Tab. 1. Activities performed by the academic staff and students in the fi rst phase of the 
project (source: own study, from B. Zając (2015))
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Since the class group had never participated in such projects, students had 
to be prepared for the work using the project method. First of all, they had 
to be made aware that they were responsible for organising and perform-
ing the task as well as for working in a team. Then they were introduced 
to the subject matter of the project. Issues that were discussed included 
tourism, tourist traffi c, murals as forms of visual art and their relation to 
the city. Other topics included geoportals, their creation and operational 
principles as well as spatial information and Java development. Possible 
sources of information concerning the project were also provided. At this 
stage, the timeframe (deadlines) and division of work in the project into 
fi eld and lab work were also introduced. The project started with the fi eld 
work due to the weather condition that is usually better at the beginning 
of the winter semester (October – November) as well as the need to col-
lect spatial information concerning the objects – murals that were to be 
presented in the geoportal created during the lab work. The lab work that 
mainly included data preparation, design and development, was planned 
for the second part of the semester (December – January).

The next step involved determining the number of project teams and the 
number of people in each of them. This parameter was set by the leaders 
as the students lacked experience in working with this method. It also al-
lowed for even division of the city during the fi eld work, so that no single 
group ended up overloaded with work.

Six three-person groups were established to have each of them survey 
one district of the city (Bałuty, Widzew, Górna, Polesie, Centrum). Two 
teams were assigned to survey the downtown area as the murals were 
more numerous there. Participants were allowed to choose their team-
mates, while the leaders just approved their division.

The next step involved the teachers determining the standard project re-
sults, namely a basic geoportal containing information about murals found 
in Łódź.

The project group had some time to familiarise themselves with the sub-
ject matter, gather information, and evaluate the feasibility of the pro-
ject. This allowed students to create a project outline containing, among 
others, the main goals, activities, and expected time of completion. After 
that, a work schedule was set, taking into consideration the divisions in-
stituted earlier and the dates for the fi eld and lab work.
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The last stage of this phase involved the determination of evaluation crite-
ria. It was agreed that the leaders would evaluate: the quality of collected 
spatial data (completeness, quantity, precision, aesthetics), promptness of 
task completion (according to the schedule), proper Java implementation 
of data entry modules for the geoportal as well as data edition and dis-
play, and the end result of the project (presentation of the geoportal by 
the project team). The project also involved self-evaluation of each team 
as well as peer-review of each team by the other members of the project.

Execution Phase

In this part of the project, the division into the fi eld and lab work is the 
most prominent. The role of the teachers changes. They are now provid-
ing the group with as much independence as possible, assuming the roles 
of observers and advisors (tab. 2).

The fi eld work was preceded by a query concerning murals in Łódź con-
ducted by the project teams. Printed sources, such as scientifi c papers, 
guidebooks, etc., as well as online sources were taken into account. Based 
on information gathered in regard to the murals located in assigned areas, 
each team used the GIS ArcMap 10.2 and data from the Web Map Service 
(WMS) to plot routes to collect spatial data. Field data was gathered us-
ing mobile multimedia devices and applications that measure GPS coordi-
nates. Each project team completed the previously plotted route and doc-
umented the murals found along it. The collected information included:

• photographs of murals,
• coordinates (the coordinate system PUWG 1992) of their locations,
• address of the building where the mural is located,
• assessment of the mural condition (good/bad).

Each group entered their data into a table which was specifi ed in the 
outline and  facilitated later merging. In addition, each mural was further 
described using data from previously found sources, such as the date of 
creation, authors and a brief note (fi g. 1).

The progress of the fi eld work was discussed at weekly meetings (during 
classes). Each group presented the data they collected, which was then 
evaluated by the remaining participants. 

Most comments were related to the photographic documentation of mu-
rals. Other participants often expressed reservations concerning the qual-
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Teacher activities Student activities

Consultation meetings with students 
during classes

Participation in consultation meetings with 
teachers

Supporting students’ activities Implementation of tasks according to the 
agreed schedule

Observing students’ activities Gathering information on murals from 
various sources

Assistance in gathering means needed to 
collect spatial data, present the project Planning of the fi eld work

Monitoring the progress of the project

Acquisition of spatial data concerning data 
in the fi eld: measuring the coordinates of 
a mural, photo-graphic documentation, 
assessment of murals’ condi-tion

Verifi cation of sources and information 
regarding murals

Expanding information on murals based 
on other sources

Observation and support for decisions 
concerning the selection and evaluation of 
data quality.

Selection and analysis of collected data 
in order to assess the related quality 
(photographic documenta-tion) or 
possible use in the project (additional de-
scriptions of murals)

Preparing the project database Developing a module for entering data 
into the pro-ject database

Interventions and assistance only in 
diffi cult and crisis situations

Developing a module for entering data 
into the pro-ject database

Interventions and assistance only in 
diffi cult and crisis situations Entering system data into the project

Providing assistance from outside 
experts in the fi eld of computer science 
(programming)

Developing a module allowing for the 
display of entered data as icons on a map

Developing a module allowing for the 
display of de-tailed data concerning each 
object – the mural

Developing a module allowing for 
changing the mu-ral-related data

Developing a module allowing for the 
display of col-lective summary of the 
geoportal data

 The organisation of summary classes Presentation of the project

Tab. 2. Activities performed by the academic staff and students in the second phase of the 
project (source: own study, from B. Zając (2015))
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ity of photographs, that were meant to show the painting in their entirety 
and in good lighting, according to the project description

The progress of the fi eld work was discussed at weekly meetings (during 
classes). Each group presented the data they collected, which was then 
evaluated by the remaining participants. 

Most comments were related to the photographic documentation of mu-
rals. Other participants often expressed reservations concerning the qual-
ity of photographs, that were meant to show the painting in their entirety 
and in good lighting, according to the project description. Not all images 
complied with the above requirements and some buildings required re-
peated photographing. One of the problems encountered by the team was 
the selection of collected data. There was a dispute concerning the inclu-
sion of murals in very bad condition or completely invisible but present in 
the source data. This phase resulted in spatial data concerning 149 murals, 
61 out of which were created after 2000, including the Urban Forms Gal-
lery, and 21 created before 1999. Their condition was determined as very 
good and good. The condition of the remaining 67 ones is bad, they are 
painted over, covered or cannot be found. There is no data on the date of 
their creation, either.

Fig. 1.   Examples of photographs of murals taken by one of the project teams (from the 
left: the Holy Warrior, ul. 28 Pułku Strzelców Kaniowskich 48, the author: Inti; The Priest and 
the Devil, ul. Srebrzyńska 2, the author unknown, the Urban Forms Gallery al. Politechniki 
16, authors: ETAM CREW)
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Project Implementation Phase

In this phase, students implemented individual modules of the geoportal. 
The project included the following modules:

Fig. 2.  The main window of the geoportal

Fig. 3. Geoportal pop-up menu
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• a module for adding data to the geoportal database,
• a module for displaying murals as icons on the OpenStreetMap maps,
• a module for obtaining all data concerning individual murals, including 

photographs,
• a module for editing the data of individual murals,
• a module for displaying aggregated data on murals.

Java was chosen for the implementation of the geoportal as it allows for 
quick creation of complex computer systems as well as access to systems 
for the management of a relational and object databases from multiple 
providers using the JDBC programming interface. In addition, Java has a 
built-in exception handling, which allows for uniform handling of user data 
entry errors as well as when adding and acquiring data from a database. 
The selection of Java as the programming language used in the project im-
plementation has also allowed for the use of the application programming 
interface ( API) of the OpenStreetMap. It is a set of classes that display 
various geographic objects on a map as icons. The OpenStreetMap API 
has structures, in which coordinates are entered for objects, so they are 
displayed in their real locations. 

Fig. 4. Geoportal window displaying mural details
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The main window of the geoportal (fi g. 2) shows two buttons “Show mu-
ral data” and “Add new mural” that allow, respectively, for viewing ag-
gregated data on murals and adding a new mural. Moreover, the window 
shows icons for individual murals entered into the system as well as a 
thumbnail of a mural which is shown in the geoportal window after the 
mouse is hovered over the icon.

Right-clicking on the thumbnail displays a context menu with the follow-
ing choices: “Delete” and “Show data” (fi g. 3).

Choosing “Delete” removes the mural from the database, while choosing 
“Show data” displays detailed data for the selected mural (fi g. 4). 

Clicking “Change data” allows the user to edit data for the selected mural. 
Clicking “Show mural data” in the main window shows aggregated data 
on murals (tab. 3).

The implementation phase of the project ended with the presentation of 
the fi nished geoportal.

Evaluation Phase

The evaluation phase was conducted as a group discussion following the 
presentation of the geoportal at the last planned consultation meeting. 
In accordance with the criteria adopted in the fi rst phase of the project, 

Tab. 3: Geoportal window showing aggregated data on murals
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evaluation applied to the timeliness of the project execution according to 
schedule, the quality of spatial data, correct implementation of individual 
geoportal modules, as well as the fi nal product, namely the geoportal and 
related functioning (tab. 4). 

Each participant performed a self-evaluation (on a scale of 2-5), taking 
into account such criteria as: involvement in the project, timeliness of 
completing tasks they were entrusted with, creativity, team work skills, 
the end result. Additionally, the team-level peer review was performed. 
Each team used a scorecard to evaluate the other groups on a scale of 2 to 
5, taking into account such criteria as: involvement in the project, timeli-
ness of completing task they were entrusted with, work effort, creativity, 
co-operation. It should be emphasised that the peer review of individual 
teams was also performed at the consultation meeting during the project, 
e.g. when individual teams presented their data. 

Summary

The application of the project method to implement the Geographic Infor-
mation Systems in tourism had very good effects. First and foremost, the 
main goal, namely the geoportal for murals in Łódź, was achieved. The 
project allowed students to expand their knowledge, acquire and improve 
the skills useful in the labour market, such as communication, team work, 
using information, problem solving or decision making.

Teacher activities Student activities

data quality evaluation self-evaluation according to criteria

evaluation of timeliness of task 
completion, according to the schedule peer-review at team level

evaluation of correct implementation of 
individual mod-ules

evaluation of the accuracy of data entered 
into the sys-tem

evaluation of the fi nal result

Tab. 4. Activities performed by the academic staff and students in the third phase of the 
project (source: own study, from B. Zając (2015))
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One great advantage of such classes is their interdisciplinarity which is 
key in the process of educating geoinformation specialists. Moreover, its 
practicable nature pushes the students to use their knowledge and skills 
in computer science, surveying and social sciences. One pre-condition for 
the success of such classes is the involvement of academic teachers as 
this kind of work demands greater fl exibility and quick reactions to stu-
dents’ needs, which often involves the need to expand their own knowl-
edge and skills.
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